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ABSTRACT
We study online optimization in a setting where an online learner
seeks to optimize a per-round hitting cost, which may be non-
convex, while incurring a movement cost when changing actions
between rounds. We ask: under what general conditions is it possible
for an online learner to leverage predictions of future cost functions in
order to achieve near-optimal costs? Prior work has provided near-
optimal online algorithms for specific combinations of assumptions
about hitting and switching costs, but no general results are known.
In this work, we give two general sufficient conditions that specify
a relationship between the hitting and movement costs which guar-
antees that a new algorithm, Synchronized Fixed Horizon Control
(SFHC), achieves a 1 + O(1/w) competitive ratio, where w is the
number of predictions available to the learner. Our conditions do
not require the cost functions to be convex, and we also derive
competitive ratio results for non-convex hitting and movement
costs. Our results provide the first constant, dimension-free com-
petitive ratio for online non-convex optimization with movement
costs. We also give an example of a natural problem, Convex Body
Chasing (CBC), where the sufficient conditions are not satisfied and
prove that no online algorithm can have a competitive ratio that
converges to 1.
1 INTRODUCTION
Online optimization is a classical area in online learning with a long
and impactful history. In this paper, we study a variation of online
optimization where the learner incurs a movement (switching) cost
associated with the change in actions between consecutive rounds.
Specifically, we study online optimization in a setting where an
online learner interacts with the environment in a sequence of
rounds 1 . . .T . In each round, a cost function ft : Rd → R≥0 is
revealed and the learner chooses a point xt ∈ Rd in response. After
picking its point, the learner pays a hitting cost ft (xt ) as well as a
movement (switching) cost c(xt ,xt−1), which penalizes the learner
for changing its actions between rounds. The movement cost adds
a considerable degree of complexity to the decision making of the
learner since it couples the learner’s actions between rounds. A
choice xt which is near the minimizer of ft and incurs little cost
in round t might turn out to be far away from the minimizer of
ft+1. Thus, the learner must balance decisions about xt with the
potential of movement costs in the future. However, the learner
does not have information about future hitting costs, which makes
it difficult to choose the correct balance.
The most prominent version of online optimization with move-
ment costs is known as Smoothed Online Convex Optimization
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(SOCO), and assumes that the hitting costs are convex and the
movement costs are a norm. SOCO has attracted considerable atten-
tion in the past decade, e.g., [9, 21–23, 27, 28, 35, 37, 38, 46], driven
in part by its connection to classical online algorithms problems
such as Convex Body Chasing (CBC) [5, 6, 18, 45], Metrical Task
Systems (MTS) [13–15], and the k-server problem [17, 20, 42]. Ad-
ditionally, much of the work on SOCO has been driven by its many
applications, e.g., speech animation [33], control [26, 28], smart
grid [32], video streaming [31], and data centers [24, 37].
While initial results on SOCO provided algorithms with per-
formance guarantees in only limited settings, e.g., [37] provides
a 2-competitive algorithm for 1-dimensional SOCO problems, at
this point algorithms that have constant dimension-free competi-
tive ratios in high-dimensional settings have been discovered, e.g.,
[27, 28] provide a constant-competitive algorithm for strongly con-
vex hitting costs and squared ℓ2 movement costs. However, while
it is possible to provide dimension-free, constant competitive algo-
rithms in settings where the learner has no information about future
hitting cost functions, in most applications where SOCO is used it
is possible to make accurate predictions of future costs. Such predic-
tions are extremely valuable for the online learner and, as a result, a
growing literature has considered situations where the learner has
access to predictions of future costs, e.g., [9, 21, 22, 24, 35, 37, 46].
Most typically, this stream of work considers that the learner has
access to perfect predictions of the nextw costs, but in some cases
it is possible to extend such results to noisy predictions as well, e.g.,
[21, 22].
Clearly, the use of predictions is beneficial for the learner. With
access tow perfect predictions, it is possible for the learner to obtain
a competitive ratio that converges to 1 as w → ∞. The first such
result to appear was [37], which provides an algorithm that has a
competitive ratio of 1+O(1/w)when hitting costs are the operating
cost for servers and movement costs are incurred by toggling into
and out of a power-saving mode between timeslots. Since then,
other results have followed, e.g., [9, 21, 22, 35, 46], and when more
stringent requirements on the cost functions are considered it is
possible to design algorithms whose competitive ratio converges
to 1 exponentially quickly inw [35].
The discussion above highlights that there has been consider-
able progress in the design of competitive algorithms for SOCO,
both with and without access to predictions. However, at this point
all existing results require specific assumptions on both the hit-
ting costs and movement costs, e.g., when the hitting costs are
α−polyhedral and convex, while the movement cost is given by
∥xt − xt−1∥2 (see [23]); when the hitting costs arem−strongly con-
vex, while the movement cost is given by 12 ∥xt − xt−1∥22 (see [28]).
In this paper, instead of studying a specific class of costs, we ask:
under what general conditions is it possible for an online learner to
achieve near-optimal costs both with and without predictions? In
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particular, is it possible to obtain constant-competitive algorithms
without assumptions like strong-convexity and local polyhedrality;
potentially even in the case of non-convex costs?
The case of non-convex costs is particularly tantalizing given
the importance of non-convex losses for machine learning and the
prominence of non-convex costs in applications such as power
systems and networking. Techniques from non-convex optimiza-
tion have been applied to a wide variety of problems in machine
learning, including matrix factorization, phase retrieval, and sparse
recovery; we refer the interested reader to [30] for a recent survey.
The Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem at the core of the opera-
tion of power systems is also non-convex [40, 41]; thus requiring
online non-convex optimization for real-time control. Non-convex
optimization in online settings has also been studied in a variety of
other contexts, such as portfolio optimization [4, 34] and support
vector machines [25, 43], among many others.
Contributions of this paper
In this paper we introduce two general, sufficient conditions (see
Section 4) under which is possible to achieve a constant competitive
ratio without predictions and to leverage predictions to achieve
near-optimal cost, i.e., a 1 +O(1/w) competitive ratio. Importantly,
these conditions do not require convexity of the hitting or move-
ment costs.
The first sufficient condition is an order of growth condition that
ensures the hitting cost functions grow at least as quickly as the
switching costs as one moves away from the minimizer. The second
condition requires that the switching costs satisfy an approximate
version of the triangle inequality. Nearly all assumptions made in
previous papers on online optimization with movement costs are
special cases of these conditions, e.g., locally polyhedral costs [23],
strongly convex costs [27, 28], and more [37, 39]. While we do not
prove that these conditions are necessary, we show in Section 3 that
an important class of online optimization problems, namely Convex
Body Chasing, violates the conditions, and that furthermore it is
impossible for an online learner to leverage predictions to achieve
near-optimal costs in this class. We note that the Convex Body
Chasing problem has attracted much recent attention (see [5, 6, 45]).
To show that these two conditions are sufficient, we propose
a novel algorithm, Synchronized Fixed Horizon Control (SFHC),
and show that it is constant-competitive whenever the two condi-
tions hold, including both when the cost functions are convex and
non-convex. More specifically, we introduce two variants of SFHC,
Deterministic SFHC and Randomized SFHC.
In the case when costs are convex, Deterministic SFHC pro-
vides a competitive ratio of max
(
1 + η+η
2
2λ ,η
2
)
without access to
predictions and a competitive ratio of 1 + O(1/w) in the case of
predictions (Theorem 3). Thus, SFHC unifies two distinct lines of
inquiry in the literature: how to design algorithms take advantage
of predictions when they are available [21, 22, 35, 37, 46] and how
to design algorithms that work when predictions are not available
[12, 23, 27, 28, 38]. SFHC is the first algorithm to provide a constant-
competitive guarantee in both settings.
In the case when costs are non-convex, Deterministic SFHC
maintains a competitive ratio ofmax
(
1 + η+η
2
2λ ,η
2
)
without access
to predictions but provides a competitive ratio of C + O(1/w) in
the case of predictions, where C > 1 (Theorem 5). Thus, it does
not leverage predictions to ensure near-optimal cost. However,
randomization can be used to improve the result in the case of
predictions. Specifically, Randomized SFHC provides a competitive
ratio of 1 +O(1/w) for general non-convex functions that satisfy
our sufficient conditions, given an oblivious adversary (Theorem 6).
Further, the result extends (with slight modifications to the design
of Randomized SFHC) to the case of a semi-adaptive adversary
(Theorem 7). These results represent the first constant-competitive
guarantees for online optimization with movement costs and non-
convex losses.
The design of SFHC is inspired by the design of Averaging Fixed
Horizon Control (AFHC) [37], which has served as the basis for
many algorithms in this space, e.g., [22, 46]. Like AFHC, Determinis-
tic SFHC works by averaging the choices ofw different subroutines.
However, the subroutines are very different than AFHC. At each
time step τ , one of the subroutines of AFHC optimizes the cost
over the window [τ ,τ +w − 1] given the starting state xτ−1 (see
[37]). The SFHC subroutines perform a similar optimization, but
with an additional constraint that the point selected at the end
of the window is “synced" to the minimizer of the hitting cost at
that timestep. These synchronization points ensure that, when the
sufficient conditions hold, the algorithm does not drift too far from
the actions of the offline optimal. Thus, rather than optimize cost,
SFHC is designed to track the offline optimal (which also implicitly
leads to achieving good cost). The key difference between Deter-
ministic SFHC and Randomized SFHC is that Randomized SFHC
chooses an action of a subroutine uniformly at random rather than
averaging the choices of the subroutines. It is perhaps surprising
that randomization helps in the case of non-convex costs given that
[12] shows that randomization cannot help in the case of SOCO.
Related literature
There is a large literature on online optimization, both with and
without switching costs. In the setting without switching costs,
most work has focused on Online Convex Optimization (OCO)
[29]. This problem is similar to SOCO, except that (i) there are
no switching costs and (ii) the online learner picks the point xt
before observing the cost ft . In this problem, the goal is to design
algorithms with low regret, i.e., the goal is to find a strategy that
tracks the cost of the best fixed action as closely as possible. In 2003,
Zinkevich described Online Gradient Descent, the first algorithm
to achieve sublinear regret for OCO [49]. This was subsequently
generalized by algorithms such as Online Mirror Descent [11, 44]
and the Multiplicative Weights Update algorithm [7] .
Beyond the case of convex costs, online non-convex optimization
(without switching costs) has also received considerable attention,
e.g., [4, 25, 34, 43, 47]. Most commonly the algorithms used in these
papers are variations of Online Exponential Weights. For example,
recently, [47] presents an algorithm, Online Recursive Weighting,
that achieves a bound on regret that matches the lower bound in
the convex setting.
All papers above consider problems without movement costs.
The inclusion of movement costs makes the problem considerably
more challenging and motivates the use of a different performance
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measure. Specifically, instead of regret, algorithms are evaluated
with respect to the competitive ratio. In fact, it is known that there
is a fundamental incompatibility between regret and competitive
ratio: it is impossible to create an algorithm for SOCO with both
sublinear regret and constant competitive ratio [1].
In the case of movement costs, all previous papers focus on
the convex setting. In particular, the problem of Smoothed Online
Convex Optimization (SOCO), i.e. OCO with switching costs, was
introduced in [38] in the context of dynamic power management
in data centers. Since then it has been applied across many do-
mains, including speech animation [33], multi-timescale control
[26], video streaming [31], thermal management of System-on-Chip
(SoC) circuits [48], and power generation planning [33].
The original paper introducing SOCO [38] gave a 3-competitive
algorithm for one dimensional action spaces. Following this work,
an algorithm with a competitive ratio of 2 was introduced in [12]
and this was shown to be optimal in [3]. Until recently, there were
no algorithms for SOCO that worked beyond one dimension (d = 1)
that did not use predictions. However, last year it was shown that it
is possible to design competitive algorithms for SOCO beyond one
dimension, provided the hitting cost functions have some structure.
Specifically, in [23], Online Balanced Descent (OBD) was introduced
and shown to have a dimension-free competitive ratio in the special
case where the cost functions are polyhedral. Following this work,
it was shown that OBD also provides a dimension-free competitive
ratio when the hitting costs are strongly convex [28] and that a
variant of OBD called Regularized OBD achieves the optimal com-
petitive ratio when hitting costs are strongly convex. We note that
this literature is fairly distinct from the work involving predictions.
Up until now, the algorithms that are designed to be competitive
without predictions are not able to take advantage of predictions
when they are available.
In many applications the online learner has some information
about future costs, and making use of these predictions of fu-
ture costs is crucial. This has prompted a great deal of work in-
volving the design of algorithms that leverage predictions, e.g.,
[10, 21, 22, 24, 36, 46]. Most of this work considers models where
the online learner has a prediction window of lengthw , i.e. at time t ,
the agent observes the cost functions ft . . . ft+w−1 before choosing
the point xt (the casew = 1 captures the standard SOCO setting).
Naturally, asw tends to infinity the algorithm has more and more
information and hence should achieve better performance. In [21],
it was shown that, surprisingly, Receding Horizon Control (RHC)
cannot guarantee a competitive ratio that converges to one as w
tends to infinity; however, it was also shown that Averaging Fixed
Horizon Control (AFHC) can guarantee a near-optimal competitive
ratio ifw is sufficiently large. Later, it was shown that it is possible
to obtain algorithms whose competitive ratio decays exponentially
inw in the setting where the hitting costs are both strongly convex
with bounded gradients and uniformly bounded below by a con-
stant and the movement cost is quadratic [36]. However, it is again
important to note that this literature is fairly distinct from the work
of designing algorithms that are competitive without predictions.
Up until now, the algorithms that are designed to be competitive
with predictions are not able to be competitive without the use of
predictions.
While there has been considerable progress on designing algo-
rithms for SOCO both with and without predictions, to this point
the results all rely on specific structural assumptions about the
costs, and no previous work extends to non-convex costs. In this
paper, we do not directly make strong structural assumptions about
the hitting functions or the switching costs; instead, we ask under
what general conditions on the hitting costs and switching costs is
it possible to design competitive algorithms? Surprisingly, we show
that convexity is not a necessary condition to design a competitive
algorithm; this allows us to tackle a much broader range of hitting
and movement costs than prior work.
2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper we study the problem of online (non-convex) opti-
mization with switching costs. An instance of this problem consists
of an initial point x0 ∈ Rd , a sequence of hitting cost functions
f1 . . . fT : Rd → R≥0, and a switching cost, a.k.a., movement cost,
c : Rd × Rd → R≥0. The sequence of hitting costs is incrementally
revealed to an online learner, who picks points in response to ob-
serving the hitting cost function and incurs costs associated with
the choice.
More precisely, in the t-th round, the function ft is revealed to
the online learner, who picks a point xt in response, and incurs the
cost ft (xt ) + c(xt ,xt−1). The c(xt ,xt−1) term acts as a regularizer,
discouraging the learner from changing its action between rounds.
Note that, without the switching cost, it is easy for the online learner
to incur the optimal cost: it simply picks xt = argminx ft (x) in
every round. Thus, it is the presence of the switching cost which
makes the problem interesting and non-trivial, as it couples costs
between rounds.
The online learner seeks to minimize its cumulative cost across
all rounds:
cost(ALG) = CT (x) :=
T∑
t=1
ft (xt ) + c(xt ,xt−1), (1)
whereCT : Rd×T → R+ ∪ {0} is a function that computes the total
cost incurred by a sequence x . We measure the performance of the
online learner by comparing its cost to the offline optimal cost, i.e.
the cost given full knowledge of the functions ft :
cost(OPT ) = min
x ∗1 , ...x
∗
T
T∑
t=1
ft (x∗t ) + c(x∗t ,x∗t−1).
The goal of this paper is to design strategies for the online learner
so that it incurs nearly the same cost as the offline optimal. This
can be measured either in terms of regret, which compares to the
offline static optimal, or the competitive ratio, which compares
to the offline dynamic optimal. Our focus in this paper is on the
competitive ratio, which is a more challenging measure to achieve
good performance under. Formally, the competitive ratio is defined
as supf1,f2, · · · ,fT cost(ALG)/cost(OPT ) and, if the online learner can
pick a strategy which guarantees that the competitive ratio is finite
for any sequence of hitting costs, we say that the online learner’s
strategy is competitive.
In this paper, we seek to derive an algorithm that can be compet-
itive in settings where hitting costs are non-convex. This paper is
the first to consider costs that are non-convex in the context where
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movement costs are present. (Non-convex online optimization with-
out movement costs has been considered in, e.g., [4, 25, 34, 43, 47]).
In all prior work that considers movement costs, hitting costs are
assumed to be convex and so the problem is typically referred to as
Smoothed Online Convex Optimization (SOCO). This problem was
first introduced in the context of dynamic power management in
data centers in [38].
In many applications, the classical formulation of an online
learner is too restrictive. It is not true that the learner has no in-
formation about future costs, instead the learner has the ability
to derive (noisy) forecasts of future cost functions. As a result,
there has been a great deal of work focused on designing algo-
rithms for online learners that have access to predictions of fu-
ture costs [21, 22, 35, 37, 46]. This line of work, initiated by [37],
seeks to design algorithms which have competitive ratios that con-
verge to 1 as the number of predictions available to the algorithm,
w , grows. More specifically, in this line of work, at time t an on-
line learner with prediction windoww observes the cost functions
ft . . . ft+w−1 before choosing the point xt . Note that the case of
w = 1 captures the standard SOCO setting. Given these predictions,
the learner seeks to have a competitive ratio of the form 1 + д(w),
where д(w) → 0 as w → ∞. Thus, as the number of predictions
grows the cost of the learner converges to the offline optimal cost.
Under well-behaved costs it is sometimes possible for д(w) to de-
cay exponentially, e.g. [35]; however for general cost functions
polynomial decay is the goal, e.g., [22].
Notice that, in the formulation just described, the predictions
of future cost functions given to the learner are perfect. While in
real applications predictions are noisy, due to technical challenges
this assumption is common, e.g., see [35, 37]. There does exist
some work that has extended the results to noisy predictions in
limited cases, e.g., [21, 22]; however, in general, the extensions to
noisy predictions are difficult and, when possible, have confirmed
the insights initially proven in models with perfect predictions. In
this work, we focus on the perfect prediction model. Given the
challenges associated with providing results for non-convex costs,
this is natural and necessary. However, we do intend to investigate
extensions of these results to noisy predictions in future work.
3 THE LIMITED POWER OF PREDICTIONS
To this point, the literature studying online optimization with
predictions has focused on positive results, i.e., providing algo-
rithms that can achieve competitive ratios which converge to 1 as
the number of predictions available to the algorithm grows, e.g.,
[22, 35, 37, 46]. However, all positive results that exist apply to only
specific forms of hitting and switching costs. As a result, an impor-
tant question that remains for the community is: Is it always possible
for an online learner to leverage predictions to achieve a near-optimal
competitive ratio?
In this section, we show that the answer is “no.” We show that
there exist instanceswhere predictions cannot guarantee the learner
a near-optimal cost, even in the case when cost functions are convex.
Further, the instances we construct are not strange corner cases,
they include an important subclass of online optimization, Convex
Body Chasing (CBC), which has received considerable attention in
recent years, e.g., [5, 6, 45].
In the following, we detail a construction that highlights a fun-
damental challenge for online optimization with predictions. In
particular, all previous positive results rely on a condition such as
strong convexity or local polyhedrality, which rules out convex
hitting cost functions that are “flat” around the minimizer. Our
construction shows that, if this condition is not satisfied, it is not
guaranteed that predictions can be leveraged by the online learner.
Convex Body Chasing
As in Online Convex Optimization (OCO), an instance of CBC
consists of an online agent making decisions in a series of rounds.
In each round, the agent is presented a closed convex set Kt ⊆ Rd .
After observing the convex body, the agent picks a point xt ∈ Kt
and pays the movement cost c(xt ,xt−1) = ∥xt − xt−1∥, where ∥·∥
is a norm. Thus, the total cost incurred by the online agent is:
cost(ALG) =
T∑
t=1
c(xt ,xt−1).
It is straightforward to see that CBC is a special case of SOCO
where the hitting cost functions ft are indicator functions of the
bodies Kt . It is the form of this hitting cost function that creates a
challenge for the learner. The fact that hitting cost functions are flat
within the body means that the offline optimal can be anywhere in
the body without paying an additional cost relative to that incurred
by the learner. This makes it much more difficult for the learner to
match the cost of the offline optimal; intuitively the learner has no
information about where in the body the offline point is located,
making it harder to track the offline points.
While it is easy to see that CBC is an instance of SOCO, it is
perhaps surprising to discover that a SOCO problem can also be
viewed as an instance of CBC. Specifically, if there exists an algo-
rithm that can solve the CBC problem in (d +1)−dimensional space,
we can construct an algorithm that can solve the SOCO problem in
d−dimensional space. This fact was first noted in [2], but the result
was retracted. Then, it was noted without a formal proof in [19].
Here we provide a formal statement and proof of the reduction
since the result is crucial to our goal of highlighting limitations on
the power of predictions in online convex optimization.
Proposition 1. Consider a d−dimensional SOCO problem where
the movement cost function is given by c(xt ,xt−1) = ∥xt − xt−1∥p .
Suppose Algorithm A is C-competitive algorithm for CBC in d + 1
dimensions withmovement cost function c(xt ,xt−1). Then, there exists
a 4C-competitive algorithm A′ for the d−dimensional SOCO problem.
Given Proposition 1, we can obtain insight on the limitations
of the power of predictions in SOCO by studying the power of
predictions in CBC. The following theorem shows that it is not
possible to use predictions to obtain a near-optimal competitive
ratio in CBC.
Theorem 2. Consider an instance of CBC in d-dimensional space
with movement cost function c(xt ,xt−1) = ∥xt − xt−1∥, where ∥·∥
is an arbitrary norm. Suppose д(d) > 1 is a lower bound on the
competitive ratio for all algorithms when the length of the prediction
window is 1. For any w > 0, the same lower bound holds for any
algorithm with a prediction window of lengthw .
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To interpret this theorem, we make note of an important lower
bound in the SOCO literature. In particular, any online algorithm
that can only see the current cost function (i.e., has w = 1) has
competitive ratio Ω(√d)when the movement costs are given by the
standard ℓ2 norm, [23]. Thus, Theorem 2 implies that any online
algorithm for CBC with a finite prediction window has competitive
ratio lower bounded by Ω(√d).
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose an algorithm A can leverage a
prediction window of length w and achieve a competitive ratio
of f (d,w). It suffices to give an algorithm A′ which only needs a
prediction window of length 1 but achieves the same competitive
ratio with A.
In the proof, we construct algorithm A′ using A as an oracle.
When a convex body Kt arrives at timestep t , we duplicate it
w times and feed these w convex bodies in a sequence to algo-
rithm A. Specifically, at timestep t , we construct w convex bod-
ies Kt,1 = Kt,2 = · · · = Kt,w = Kt and feed the sequence
{Kt,1,Kt,2, · · · ,Kt,w } toA.A is provided with a prediction window
with length w and is required to chase wT convex bodies in the
order:
K1,1, · · · ,K1,w ,K2,1, · · · ,K2,w , · · · ,KT ,1, · · · ,KT ,w .
We call this duplicated convex body chasing game with prediction
I ′ to distinguish it with the original game I in which the learner
only needs to chase T convex bodies in the order K1, · · · ,KT . For
convenience, we use cost(ALG, I ) to denote the total cost incurred
by algorithm ALG in instance I . We use cost(OPT , I ) to denote the
offline optimal cost in instance I .
As a result of the competitive ratio guarantee forA, we have that
cost(A,I ′) ≤ f (d,w) · cost(OPT ,I ′). (2)
Suppose the sequence of points picked by A in instance I ′ is
x1,1, · · · ,x1,w ,x2,1, · · · ,x2,w , · · · ,xT ,1, · · · ,xT ,w .
We instructA′ to pick xi = xi,1, i = 1, 2, · · · ,T in instanceI. Notice
that A only looks at Ki,1, · · · ,Ki,w when it picks xi,1 in instance
I ′. Since the bodies Ki,1, · · · ,Ki,w are just duplicates of body Ki ,
A′ is an online algorithm with prediction windoww = 1 in game
I. It follows that
cost(A′,I) ≤ cost(A,I ′), (3)
because, by the triangle inequality, we have that
∥xi − xi−1∥ =
xi,1 − xi−1,1
≤
w−1∑
j=1
xi−1, j+1 − xi−1, j + xi,1,xi−1,w  .
On the other hand, since Kt,1 = Kt,2 = · · · = Kt,w = Kt , the
offline optimal in game I ′ can pick x∗t,1 = x∗t,2 = · · · = x∗t,w .
Since the offline optimal will not waste movement in duplicated
bodies, if the offline optimal of instance I picks x∗t ∈ Kt , picking
x∗t,1 = · · · = x∗t,w = x∗t will achieve the optimal cost in instance I ′.
Therefore, we have
cost(OPT ,I ′) = cost(OPT ,I). (4)
Combining (2), (3), and (4), we obtain that
cost(A′,I) ≤ f (d,w) · cost(OPT ,I).
Therefore, algorithm A′ has a competitive ratio of f (d,w) in in-
stance I. By the assumption made in the theorem, we see that
f (d,w) ≥ д(d),
which completes the proof. □
4 WHEN DO PREDICTIONS HELP?
The construction in the previous section highlights that it is not al-
ways possible for an online learner to leverage predictions to obtain
near optimal cost, even in the case when costs are convex. However,
the positive results in the prior literature show that predictions can
be powerful in many specific settings. Thus, a crucial question is:
Under what general conditions is it possible for an online learner to
leverage predictions to acheive near optimal cost?
In this section, we introduce two general sufficient conditions
that are motivated by the construction in the previous section and
which ensure that the online learner can leverage predictions to
achieve near-optimal cost. Additionally, we present a new algo-
rithm, Synchronized Fixed Horizon Control (SFHC), that can lever-
age predictions to achieve near optimal cost when these conditions
hold. We then analyze SFHC in the sections that follow.
4.1 Sufficient Conditions
While there are many positive results in the literature that high-
light specific conditions where it is possible for online algorithms
to leverage predictions to achieve near-optimal cost, general suf-
ficient conditions have not been presented. Here, we introduce
sufficient conditions that are general enough to contain many of
the specific assumptions in previous results as special cases and
that apply beyond online convex optimization to online non-convex
optimization. Formally, the sufficient conditions we identify are the
following.
Condition I: Order of Growth. The hitting costs ft andmove-
ment cost c satisfy
ft (x) ≥ λ (c(x ,vt ) + c(vt ,x)) for all x , where vt is a global
minimum of ft .
Condition II: Approximate Triangle Inequality. Themove-
ment cost c satisfies
c(x , z) ≤ η (c(x ,y) + c(y, z)) for all x ,y, z.
The first condition ensures that the hitting cost functions are
not too flat around the minimizer vt . This is useful since it helps
limit the area where the offline optimal solution can be. Notice that
the need for a condition of this type is motivated by the analysis
of CBC in Section 3 and it is interesting to see that many previous
papers in online convex optimization have assumptions that are
special cases of this condition, e.g., [23, 27, 28]. The second condi-
tion is an approximate form of the triangle inequality. Intuitively,
without such a condition the cost for an online learner to “catch
up” after making a mistake by moving in the wrong direction could
be arbitrarily large, which would make it impossible to track the
offline optimal in a way that maintains a constant competitive ratio.
We would like to emphasize the generality of these conditions.
They capture many settings where previous papers have focused.
For example, the case of α−polyhedral hitting costs that was studied
in [23] corresponds to η = 1 and λ = α2 . Similarly, the case of
m−strongly convex hitting costs studied in [27, 28] corresponds
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to η = 2 and λ = m2 . Finally, the setting of geographical load
balancing across data centers studied in [37, 38, 46] corresponds to
η = 1 and λ = 12 mins
e0,s
βs
, where e0 = (e0,1, · · · , e0,d ) is the cost
of running different kinds of servers and β = (β1, · · · , βd ) is the
cost of starting different kinds of servers. (This connection is not
immediately obvious and so a proof is provided in Appendix C).
4.2 Synchronized Fixed Horizon Control
In order to show that the two conditions above are sufficient to allow
a learner to leverage predictions, we introduce a new algorithm,
Synchronized Fixed Horizon Control (SFHC), which we show has
a 1 +O(1/w) competitive ratio whenever the sufficient conditions
hold – regardless of whether hitting costs are convex or non-convex.
Thus, our results for SFHC apply more broadly than those for any
existing algorithms. Further, our results show that SFHC achieves
(nearly) the same performance bound as previous algorithms in
settings where they do apply.
SFHC is a variant of Averaging Fixed Horizon Control (AFHC),
which was proposed in [37] and has served as the basis for a number
of improved algorithms in recent years, e.g., [22, 46]. Like AFHC,
SFHC works by combining the trajectories determined byw differ-
ent subroutines SFHC(0), SFHC(1), · · · , SFHC(w − 1) (Algorithm
1). It either combines them deterministically (by averaging them)
or in a randomized manner, leading to two variations: Determin-
istic SFHC (Algorithm 2) and Randomized SFHC (Algorithm 3).
Deterministic SFHC is sufficient for the case of convex hitting costs,
but randomization is valuable when costs are non-convex. That
randomization helps is perhaps surprising given that it has been
proven that randomization does not help in smoothed online convex
optimization [12].
To explain the workings of SFHC, we start with the case ofw = 1,
i.e., where the online agent sees only the current cost function. In
this case, SFHC is “greedy” and picks xt = vt := argminx ft (x),
while AFHC, in contrast, picks xt that minimizes the sum of hitting
cost and movement cost at timestep t , i.e. xt = argminx
(
ft (x) +
c(x ,xt−1)
)
. SFHC with w = 1 is a simple approach that is not
optimal but, remarkably, is still competitive in many situations
when Conditions I and II hold. To understand why, consider an
online agent whose goal is to choose xt to track the offline optimal
point x∗t , instead of simply minimizing costs. It is impossible to
exactly know x∗t ahead of time, even with predictions. However, the
offline optimal point xt cannot be too far away from the minimizer
vt , since then it would incur significant costs; we can hence think
of vt as an “anchor" that keeps us close to the offline optimal. The
Order of Growth condition controls exactly how close the offline
point must be tovt ; the steeper the hitting costs, the more incentive
for the offline optimal to stay close to vt . The approximate triangle
inequality property helps to bound the discrepancy caused by the
fact thatvt is only a proxy for x∗t , not its exact location. In particular,
the approximate triangle inequality immediately gives the estimate
c(xt ,x∗t ) ≤ η
(
c(xt ,vt ) + c(vt ,x∗t )
)
.
The key idea in SFHC forw > 1 is to periodically “sync up" with
the greedy algorithm while simultaneously exploiting predictions.
This guarantees that our solution cannot wander too far from the
offline trajectory. This reasoning suggests the basic structure of
the algorithm; at timestep τ , a subroutine of SFHC chooses the
sequence of points
argmin
xτ :τ+w−1
τ+w−1∑
t=τ
ft (xt ) + c(xt ,xt−1) (5a)
subject to xτ+w−1 = vτ+w−1, (5b)
where vt is a global minimizer of ft . The constraint (5b) in (5) is
what leads to name Synchronized Fixed Horizon Control. It ensures
that at the end of each fixed horizon the algorithm is constrained to
make the greedy choice, i.e. it is periodically “synchronized" with
the greedy algorithm which attempts to track the offline optimal
solution. Clearly, this is strictly better than picking xt = vt for all
t since it can use predictions to optimize among the trajectories
that end at vτ+w−1. To contrast this with a related algorithm, note
that AFHC also solves the optimization problem (5a) but it does not
have constraint (5b).
Finally, as in AFHC, our algorithm maintains w different sub-
routines performing the optimization in (5) separately and then
combines them together to pick a point at time t .
We now describe the SFHC algorithm more formally. The core
piece of both Deterministic SFHC and Randomized SFHC is the
SFHC(h) subroutine. To define it, we need to introduce some no-
tation first. Define Ωh = {k | k ≡ h mod w, 0 ≤ k ≤ T } and
function дτ1,τ2 : Rd×(τ2−τ1−1) → R+ ∪ {0} (0 ≤ τ1 < τ2 ≤ T ) as:
дτ1,τ2 (y) =
τ2∑
s=τ1+1
(fs (ys ) + c(ys ,ys−1)) , (6)
where the variable isy = (yτ1+1, · · · ,yτ2−1) ∈ Rd×(τ2−τ1−1), (yτ1 ,yτ2 )
are defined as the minimizers (vτ1 ,vτ2 ). We can view дτ1,τ2 as the
total cost incurred between timestep τ1 + 1 and τ2, given the fixed
choices ofyτ1 andyτ2 . Since the head and the tail of the subsequence
of decision points (yτ1 , · · · ,yτ2 ) are fixed to be the minimizers at the
corresponding timesteps, only yτ1+1, · · · ,yτ2−1 can change freely
in Rd . In general, SFHC(h) will minimize the function дs,s+W for
s ∈ Ωh , except perhaps in the last prediction window, which may
overshoot the end of the sequence of functions. To take this case into
consideration, we need to extend the definition of function дτ1,τ2 to
include the case τ2 > T . If τ2 > T , дτ1,τ2 : Rd×(T−τ1) → R+ ∪ {0} is
defined as
дτ1,τ2 (y) =
T∑
s=τ1+1
(fs (ys ) + c(ys ,ys−1)) , (7)
where the variable isy = (yτ1+1, · · · ,yT ) ∈ Rd×(T−τ1) andyτ1 = vτ1
is a fixed constant. Given this notation, SFHC(h) is formally defined
in Algorithm 1.
To analyze SFHC(h), it is useful to formulate it as an offline
optimization. In particular, in phaseh, SFHC(h) outputs the solution
of
min
x
T∑
t=1
ft (xt ) + c(xt ,xt−1)
Subject to xt = vt ,∀t ∈ Ωh .
(8)
It can be easily verified that this offline optimization can be imple-
mented as an online algorithm with a prediction windoww .
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Algorithm 1 SFHC with phase h: SFHC(h)
1: if h ≥ 1 then
2: Pick x1:h−1 = argminy д0,h (y).
3: Pick xh = vh .
4: for t = h + 1, · · · ,T do
5: if t − 1 ∈ Ωh then
6: if t +w − 1 ≤ T then
7: Pick xt :t+w−2 = argminy дt−1,t+w−1(y).
8: Pick xt+w−1 = vt+w−1.
9: else
10: Pick xt :T = argminy дt−1,t+w−1(y).
Algorithm 2 Deterministic SFHC
1: for t = 1, · · · ,T do
2: Suppose x (h)t is the point picked by SFHC(h) at timestep t .
3: Commit xt = 1w
∑w−1
h=0 x
(h)
t .
Algorithm 3 Randomized SFHC (Version A)
1: Choose h uniform randomly from {0, 1, · · · ,w − 1}.
2: Run SFHC(h) to determine x1,x2, · · · ,xT .
Using, SFHC(h), we can now define Deterministic SFHC. In short,
Deterministic SFHC averages the decisions of thew SFHC(h) sub-
routines with equal weighting; see Algorithm 2 for the full details.
Notice that when Deterministic SFHC is required to commit xt ,
hitting costs ft , ft+1, · · · , ft+w−1 have been revealed, so SFHC(h)
is able to decide its choice x (h)t .
Randomized SFHC is a variation of Deterministic SFHC which
picks one of the subroutines to follow uniformly at random instead
of averaging the choices of the w subroutines. We note that this
choice is made exactly once, before the algorithm is run; Random-
ized SFHC does not resample from the subroutines once its initial
random choice is made. See Algorithm 3 for details.
5 CONVEX HITTING COSTS
To show that the conditions presented in Section 4 are sufficient
for SFHC to be competitive, we start by focusing on the case of
convex costs. While our goal in the paper is to provide results for
non-convex costs, we present the convex setting first because the
structure of the analysis in the convex case serves as the basis of the
proofs in the non-convex case, with the bulk of the proof applying
to both the convex and non-convex cases. The proof in the convex
case thus highlights exactly where additional complexity is needed
for the analysis of non-convex costs.
The following theorem highlights that, in the convex setting,
SFHC achieves a competitive ratio that matches the order of the
best known bounds for many previously known algorithms, such
as Online Balanced Descent (see [23, 28]) and Averaging Fixed
Horizon Control (see [37]), while applying more generally than any
previous algorithm.
Theorem 3. Consider an online optimization problem with move-
ment and hitting costs that satisfy Conditions I and II. Suppose the
hitting cost functions and the movement cost function are convex.
(i) Deterministic SFHC has a competitive ratio ofmax
(
1+ η+η
2
2λ ,η
2
)
when it has access tow = 1 predictions.
(ii) Deterministic SFHC has a competitive ratio of(
1 + 1w max
(
η
λ , 2(η − 1)
))
when it has access tow ≥ 2 predic-
tions.
Some insight for the form of the bounds in the theorem above
follows from thinking about λ and η. Intuitively, as λ becomes
smaller, the hitting cost functions become more flat, which makes it
harder for the online agent to estimate and track the offline optimal
points. For example, the Convex Body Chasing problem has λ = 0
and, as we discuss in Section 3, this represents a difficult subclass
for the online agent. On the other hand, when η becomes large, the
offline adversary, with the full knowledge of the future, can obtain
more advantage over the online agent by dividing a single large
jump to multiple small steps. The lower bound proved for SOCO
with ℓ2 squared movement cost in [27, Theorem 1] highlights this
intuition.
To provide additional context for Theorem 3 it is useful to com-
pare it to the special cases that have been studied previously in
the literature. The key contrast with the previous literature is that
SFHC provides a competitive bound in settings much more gen-
eral than previous results. To highlight this, a first example is the
α−polyhedral problem setting considered in [23], which corre-
sponds to setting η = 1, λ = α2 . In this setting, the competitive ratio
for Online Balanced Descent (OBD) proved in [23] is 3+ 8α forw = 1.
Theorem 3 provides a strictly strongly and more general result. It
guarantees that Deterministic SFHC is
(
1 + 2wα
)
-competitive for
allw > 0. Another important setting that has previously received
attention is the them−strongly convex problem setting considered
in [27, 28], which corresponds to η = 2, λ = m2 . In this context,
the best known competitive ratio is 12
(
1 +
√
1 + 4m
)
, achieved by
Regularized Online Balanced Descent (ROBD) in the context of
w = 1 [27]. While our result does not match the performance of
ROBD for the case ofw = 1, the competitive ratio of Deterministic
SFHC given by Theorem 3 is 1 + 1w max
(
4
m , 2
)
when w > 1 and,
to the best of our knowledge, this is the best known result in this
setting. Importantly, the previous algorithms and analysis in both
of these settings are tuned to the details of the setting and do not
apply more broadly. In contrast, the bound on the competitive ratio
of Deterministic SFHC applies much more generally, i.e., whenever
Conditions I and II hold.
We end this section by proving Theorem 3. The bulk of our proof
does not require the assumption that hitting and movement costs
are convex. This is important because it means that a large fraction
of the argument can be used in the context of non-convex costs,
which is our focus in Section 6. To highlight this fact, we organize
the proof into a set of lemmas, and then apply these lemmas to
prove the theorem.
Our first lemma focuses on Case (i) in Theorem 3, i.e., when
w = 1. The result does not require convexity.
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Lemma 1. Consider an online optimization problem with move-
ment and hitting costs that satisfy Conditions I and II. Deterministic
SFHC has a competitive ratio of max
(
1 + η+η
2
2λ ,η
2
)
when it has ac-
cess tow = 1 predictions.
Proof. Since SFHC picks the minimizer vt of hitting cost func-
tion ft at timestep t , the hitting cost incurred by the online agent
at timestep t is ft (vt ) and the movement cost is c(vt ,vt−1). We can
upper bound c(vt ,vt−1) in the following two symmetric ways by
the Approximate Triangle Inequality (Condition II):
c(vt ,vt−1) ≤ ηc(vt ,x∗t ) + ηc(x∗t ,vt−1)
≤ ηc(vt ,x∗t ) + η2c(x∗t ,x∗t−1) + η2c(x∗t−1,vt−1),
(9)
and
c(vt ,vt−1) ≤ ηc(vt ,x∗t−1) + ηc(x∗t−1,vt−1)
≤ η2c(vt ,x∗t ) + η2c(x∗t ,x∗t−1) + ηc(x∗t−1,vt−1).
(10)
Adding (9) and (10) together, we obtain that
c(vt ,vt−1) ≤ η
2 + η
2 c(vt ,x
∗
t )+η2c(x∗t ,x∗t−1)+
η2 + η
2 c(x
∗
t−1,vt−1).
Recalling that vt is the global minimum of ft we obtain that
ft (vt ) + c(vt ,vt−1)
≤ ft (x∗t ) +
η2 + η
2 c(vt ,x
∗
t ) + η2c(x∗t ,x∗t−1) +
η2 + η
2 c(x
∗
t−1,vt−1).
(11)
Next, summing (11) over timesteps t = 1, · · · ,T , we can compute
T∑
t=1
ft (vt ) + c(vt ,vt−1)
≤
T∑
t=1
ft (x∗t ) +
η2 + η
2
T∑
t=1
c(vt ,x∗t )
+ η2
T∑
t=1
c(x∗t ,x∗t−1) +
η2 + η
2
T∑
t=1
c(x∗t−1,vt−1)
≤
T∑
t=1
ft (x∗t ) + η2
T∑
t=1
c(x∗t ,x∗t−1) +
η2 + η
2
T∑
t=1
(
c(vt ,x∗t ) + c(x∗t ,vt )
)
≤
T∑
t=1
ft (x∗t ) + η2
T∑
t=1
c(x∗t ,x∗t−1) +
η2 + η
2λ
T∑
t=1
ft (x∗t ) (12a)
=
(
1 + η
2 + η
2λ
) T∑
t=1
ft (x∗t ) + η2
T∑
t=1
c(x∗t ,x∗t−1),
where we use Condition II in (12a). □
Next, we prove a lemma that bounds the average total cost across
thew subroutines of SFHC. Again, this lemma does not require the
assumption of convexity. Thus, it serves as the basis not just for
the result in Theorem 3, but also for our analysis in Section 6 of
non-convex costs.
Lemma 2. Consider an online optimization problem with move-
ment and hitting costs that satisfy Conditions I and II. The average
xhs−1 vs x
h
s+1 x
h
s+W−1 vs+W x
h
s+W+1
x∗s−1 x
∗
s x
∗
s+1 x
∗
s+W−1x
∗
s+W x
∗
s+W+1
Figure 1: Illustration of the Proof of Theorem 3. By the def-
inition of SFHC(h), we know the blue point sequence (picked
by SFHC(h)) is better than the black path (offline optimal so-
lution with x∗s substituted by vs , for all s ∈ Ωh ). The task is
to compare the black path with the red point sequence (the
actual offline optimal).
total cost of thew subroutines of SFHC, i.e., the arithmetic mean of
{cost (SFHC(h)) ,h = 0, · · · ,w − 1}, is upper bounded by(
1 + 1
w
max
(η
λ
, 2(η − 1)
))
· cost(OPT )
given access tow ≥ 2 predictions.
Proof of Lemma 2. To begin, we define some notation. For a
point sequencex = (x1,x2, · · · ,xT ) ∈ Rd×T , we usexτ :t ∈ Rd×(t−τ+1)
to denotex ’s subsequence (xτ ,xτ+1, · · · ,xt ).Also, recall thatCT (x) =∑T
t=1 (ft (xt ) + c(xt ,xt−1)) , is the total cost of the sequence x . We
use H∗t = ft (x∗t ) andM∗t = c(x∗t ,x∗t−1) to denote the offline optimal
hitting cost and movement cost incurred at timestep t . Finally, recall
that we can formulate SFHC(h) as an offline optimization
min
x
T∑
t=1
ft (xt ) + c(xt ,xt−1)
Subject to xt = vt ,∀t ∈ Ωh .
(13)
In general, SFHC(h) breaks the sequence of actions up into sub-
sequences of length w − 1 by fixing xht = vt for t ∈ Ωh . It is able
to minimize each subsequence separately because they are inde-
pendent from each other due to the synchronization enforced by
the algorithm. However, the first and the last subsequences need
additional attention because their length may be less thanw − 1.
Recall that SFHC(h) (defined in Algorithm 1) selects the mini-
mizers of function дs,s+w as its choice xhs+1, · · · ,xhs+w−1 for s ∈ Ωh
and xhs+w = vs+w if s + w ≤ T . The definition of the function д
can be found in Section 4. For all s ∈ Ωh , since xhs+1:s+w−1 are the
minimizers of дs,s+w , we have that
дs,s+w (xhs+1:s+w−1) ≤ дs,s+w (x∗s+1:s+w−1), (14)
wherexh ∈ Rd×T is the solution picked by SFHC(h) andx∗ ∈ Rd×T
is the offline optimal solution. Similarly, we also have that
д0,h (xh1:h−1) ≤ д0,h (x∗1:h−1). (15)
Summing up (14) over s ∈ Ωh together with (15), we can upper
bound the total cost of SFHC(h) by
CT (xh ) = д0,h (xh1:h−1) +
∑
s ∈Ωh
дs,s+w (xhs+1:s+w−1)
≤ д0,h (x∗1:h−1) +
∑
s ∈Ωh
дs,s+w (x∗s+1:s+w−1).
(16)
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Equation (16) highlights that if we substitutedx∗s byvs for all s ∈ Ωh
in the offline optimal solution, the resulting sequence (which satis-
fies the synchronization constraint) is no better than the solution
picked by SFHC(h). However, the actual offline optimal is not sub-
ject to the synchronization constraint.
Now we compare the upper bound in (16) with the actual offline
optimal cost. An illustration is given in Figure 1. We see that
CT (xh ) ≤ д0,h (x∗1:h−1) +
∑
s ∈Ωh
дs,s+w (x∗s+1:s+w−1)
= CT (x∗) −
∑
s ∈Ωh
fs (x∗s ) +
∑
s ∈Ωh
fs (vs )
+
∑
s ∈Ωh∩[T−1]
(
c(x∗s+1,vs ) − c(x∗s+1,x∗s )
)
+
∑
s ∈Ωh∩[T ]
(
c(vs ,x∗s−1) − c(x∗s ,x∗s−1)
)
.
(17)
Since vs = argminx fs (x), we have
fs (vs ) ≤ fs (x∗s ),∀s ∈ Ωh . (18)
Conditions I and II guarantee that for all s ∈ Ωh
c(x∗s+1,vs ) ≤ η
(
c(x∗s+1,x∗s ) + c(x∗s ,vs )
)
, (19)
and
c(vs ,x∗s−1) ≤ η
(
c(x∗s ,x∗s−1) + c(vs ,x∗s )
)
≤ η
(
c(x∗s ,x∗s−1) +
1
λ
fs (x∗s ) − c(x∗s ,vs )
)
.
(20)
Substituting (18), (19) and (20) into (17), we see that
CT (xh ) −CT (x∗)
≤ (η − 1)
∑
s ∈Ωh∩[T−1]
c(x∗s+1,x∗s ) + η
∑
s ∈Ωh∩[T−1]
c(x∗s ,vs )
+ (η − 1)
∑
s ∈Ωh∩[T ]
c(x∗s ,x∗s−1) +
η
λ
∑
s ∈Ωh∩[T ]
fs (x∗s )
− η
∑
s ∈Ωh∩[T ]
c(x∗s ,vs )
≤ η
λ
∑
s ∈Ωh
H∗s + (η − 1)
∑
s ∈Ωh
(
M∗s +M∗s+1
)
,
(21)
where we assumeM∗T+1 = 0 without loss of generality.
Recall that we use xh = (xh1 , · · · ,xhT ) to denote the point se-
quence picked by SFHC(h). The averaging cost incurred by allw
subroutines satisfies that
1
w
w∑
h=1
CT (xh )
≤ 1
w
w∑
h=1
©­«CT (x∗) + ηλ
∑
s ∈Ωh
H∗s + (η − 1)
∑
s ∈Ωh
(
M∗s +M∗s+1
)ª®¬
(22a)
≤ CT (x∗) + 1
w
· η
λ
w∑
h=1
∑
s ∈Ωh
H∗s +
η − 1
w
w∑
h=1
∑
s ∈Ωh
(
M∗s +M∗s+1
)
≤ cost(OPT ) + 1
w
· η
λ
T∑
t=1
H∗t +
2(η − 1)
w
T∑
t=1
M∗t , (22b)
where in (22a) we use (21); in (22b) we use cost(OPT ) to denote
CT (x∗).
□
While Lemma 2 guarantees good average performance across
the w subroutines of SFHC , the question it does not answer is
how to combine different phases together into a single algorithm.
This question turns out to be non-trivial and needs to be answered
differently depending on properties of the cost function.
In the case of convex costs, themost direct way to convert Lemma
2 to a competitive ratio result is to apply Jensen’s inequality. This
approach requires the convexity of both the hitting and movement
cost functions and completes our proof of Theorem 3. However, in
the case of non-convex costs, more work is required. That is the
focus of Section 6.
Proof of Theorem 3. Case (i) follows directly from Lemma 1.
Thus, we only need to consider Case (ii). Since the movement cost
function c and every hitting cost function ft is convex, we know
that the total functionCT is convex. Therefore, by Jensen’s inequal-
ity, we obtain from Lemma 2 that the cost of Deterministic SFHC
satisfies
cost(DSFHC) ≤ 1
w
w∑
h=1
cost(SFHC(h))
≤
(
1 + 1
w
max
(η
λ
, 2(η − 1)
))
· cost(OPT ),
which completes the proof. □
6 NON-CONVEX HITTING COSTS
The main contribution of this paper is to give the first algorithm
that leverages predictions to obtain a dimension-free competitive
ratio for smoothed online non-convex optimization. To the best
of our knowledge, no prior algorithms achieve a dimension-free
competitive ratio for non-convex hitting costs. For example, OBD
(see [23, 28]) is the state-of-the-art algorithm for the convex-case
without predictions and it uses properties of the intermediate ge-
ometry of the convex hitting cost functions which do not hold for
non-convex functions. Therefore, it does not directly extend to the
non-convex setting.
The sufficient conditions we have identified in Section 4 are the
key to enabling our analysis in the non-convex setting. Specifically,
the sufficient conditions do not rely on convexity of the hitting cost
functions and so apply more broadly then online convex optimiza-
tion. However, the proof of Theorem 3 for the convex case relies on
convexity through its use of Jensen’s inequality, which requires the
total function CT : Rd×T → R≥0 (as defined in (1)) to be convex.
This step of the proof is needed due to the fact that Determinis-
tic SFHC averages the different subroutines. Thus, extending the
result to the case of non-convex hitting costs requires finding an
alternative to Jensen’s inequality.
In this section, we present two results that take two different
paths to replacing Jensen’s inequality in the proof. The first uses
a generalization of Jensen’s inequality that can be applied to non-
convex cost functions. In particular, if the non-convex function is
easily “convexifiable” then Deterministic SFHC providesC+O(1/w),
for a dimension-free constant C . The second approach leads to a
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better performance bound. In particular, by using randomization
to replace the averaging in SFHC we obtain a result that applies
broadly to non-convex functions, yielding an expected competitive
ratio for an oblivious adversary that is 1 +O(1/w), as desired. Fur-
ther, with a bit more complexity in the form of the randomness, the
algorithm can be adapted to perform well against a semi-adaptive
adversary.
Throughout this section, we focus on the challenges associated
with the online component of the problem, rather than the chal-
lenges associatedwith solving a non-convex optimization efficiently.
Thus, we assume that it is possible to solve the optimization prob-
lems involved in SFHC and achieve a global optimizer, even though
they are non-convex. Under some reasonable assumptions, we can
solve some specific non-convex optimization problems efficiently.
We refer interested readers to [30] for a survey. In practice, some
error will result from limited computation time or using heuristic
techniques to solve the non-convex optimization and that will lead
to an additional cost degradation that depends on the technique
used and the form of the non-convex functions. It will be interest-
ing to bound the interaction between the approximation error of
non-convex solvers and the competitive ratio of SFHC for specific
heuristics and classes of non-convex functions in future work, but
that is beyond the scope of the current paper.
6.1 Deterministic SFHC
The first approach we use to move beyond convex hitting costs
is to focus on hitting cost functions that are “convexifiable.” For
such functions, we can hope to obtain a dimension-free competitive
ratio using the same algorithm as in the convex case: Deterministic
SFHC.
To analyze Deterministic SFHC in this setting, we need to in-
troduce the notion of a convexifiable function. Intuitively, the con-
vexifier of a convexifiable function can be viewed as the "distance"
between this function and the convexity property. Formally, we
have the following definition.
Definition 1. Suppose C is convex set in Rd . If a function f :
C → R satisfies that ∃α ∈ R, s .t .ϕ(x) = f (x) − α2 ∥x ∥22 is convex, f
is convexifiable and α is a convexifier of function f .
This definition is useful because it allows us to use a generaliza-
tion of Jensen’s inequality, which was a crucial tool in our analysis
in the convex setting. The following proposition is Theorem 1 in
[50].
Proposition 4 (Jensen’s ineqality for convexifiable func-
tions). Consider a convexifiable function f : Rd → R on a bounded
nontrivial convex set C of Rd and its convexifier α . Then
f
( p∑
i=1
λixi
)
≤
p∑
i=1
λi f (xi ) − α2
©­«
p∑
i, j=1,i<j
λiλj
xi − x j22ª®¬
for every set of p points xi , i = 1, · · · ,p in C and all real scalars
λi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · ,p, with ∑pi=1 λi = 1.
Using this generalized Jensen’s inequality as a tool, we can prove
the following theorem, which bounds the competitive ratio of De-
terministic SFHC for non-convex hitting costs.
Theorem 5. Consider an online optimization problem where the
movement and hitting costs satisfy Conditions I and II. Suppose addi-
tionally that ft is convexifiable and its convexifier is upper bounded by
α > 0 and that c(xt ,xt−1) = 12 ∥xt − xt−1∥22 . Under this assumption,
we have η = 2.
(i) Deterministic SFHC has a competitive ratio of max
(
1 + 3λ , 4
)
when it has access tow = 1 predictions.
(ii) Deterministic SFHC has a competitive ratio of(
1 + α
λ
)
·
(
1 + 1
w
max
(
2
λ
, 2
))
when it has access tow ≥ 2 predictions.
This theorem represents the first dimension-free competitive
ratio for online non-convex optimization with switching costs. Un-
like our results in the convex setting, the result is restricted to
squared ℓ2 movement costs, for technical reasons (see Lemma 3).
Another key contrast with our results in the convex setting is that
the competitive ratio does not converge to 1 asw →∞. These two
limitations, combined with the fact that the competitive ratio is
small only for hitting costs that are “nearly” convex, motivate us to
consider randomized algorithms in the next section. Through the
use of randomization, we are able to eliminate all these restrictions
(see Theorem 6).
While the full proof of Theorem 5 is deferred to Appendix D, a
key step in the proof is the following lemma, which gives a bound
on the loss of the averaging step in the presence of non-convexity
and highlights why the limitation to squared ℓ2 movement costs is
present. Note that, as expected, the loss grows proportionally with
the convexifier of the total cost function.
Lemma 3. Consider an online optimization problem where the
hitting cost functions satisfy ft (x) ≥ λ ∥x −vt ∥22 and the movement
cost is given by c(xt ,xt−1) = 12 ∥xt − xt−1∥22 . Suppose ∀t , −α is a
convexifier of ft . We have
cost(DSFHC) ≤ 1
w
(
1 + α
λ
) w∑
i=1
cost (SFHC(h)) .
Proof of Lemma 3. Throughout the proof, we use xh ∈ Rd×T
to denote the point sequence picked by SFHC(h) and use x ∈ Rd×T
to denote the point sequence picked by DSFHC . Applying Jensen’s
inequality for convexifiable functions (Proposition 4), we see that
the cost incurred by DSFHC can be upper bounded by the average
of {cost (SFHC(h)) ,h = 0, · · ·w − 1} plus an additive term related
to the distance between each pair of SFHCs. Specifically, we have
that
CT (x) ≤ 1
w
w∑
h=1
CT (xh ) + α4
w∑
i, j=1
1
w2
x i − x j22 . (23)
Using v = (v1,v2, · · · ,vT ) to denote the sequence of minimizers,
we can bound the additive term by
w∑
i, j=1
1
w2
x i − x j22 ≤ 1w2 w∑i, j=1
(x i −v + x j −v)2 (24a)
≤ 2
w2
w∑
i, j=1
(x i −v2 + x j −v2) (24b)
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=
4
w
w∑
i=1
x i −v2
≤ 4
λw
w∑
i=1
CT (x i ), (24c)
where we use the triangle inequality in (24a) and we use the gener-
alized mean inequality in (24b). Substituting (24) into (23), we see
that
CT (x) ≤ 1
w
(
1 + α
λ
) w∑
h=1
CT (xh ),
which completes the proof. □
6.2 Randomized SFHC
While it is known that randomization cannot lead to better compet-
itive ratio in the case of convex hitting costs [12], we use random-
ization in the non-convex case to derive an improved competitive
ratio. Specifically, we use a simple but powerful idea to directly
extend the analysis in the convex setting to the non-convex case.
In order to bypass the challenge of applying Jensen’s inequality, in
Randomized SFHC (see Algorithm 3) we use randomness to pick
a subroutine h uniformly at random from the set {0, 1, · · · ,w − 1}
and then run SFHC(h). This simple idea works very well, and with
a small modification of the argument in the convex case, we obtain
the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Consider an online optimization problem where the
movement and hitting costs satisfy Conditions I and II.
(i) Randomized SFHC (Version A) has a competitive ratio of
max
(
1 + η + η
2
2λ ,η
2
)
cost(OPT ),
givenw = 1 predictions.
(ii) Randomized SFHC (Version A) has an expected cost that is
bounded in terms of the offline optimal as follows
E (cost(ALG)) ≤
(
1 + 1
w
max
(η
λ
, 2(η − 1)
))
cost(OPT ),
given a oblivious adversary andw ≥ 2 predictions.
Note that the case of w = 1 follows immediately from Lemma
1, and in this case there is no randomization in the algorithm. The
case ofw > 1, on the other hand, requires randomness. Our result
in this case considers an oblivious adversary, which means that
the adversary must specify the sequence of hitting cost functions
independently from the algorithm’s decisions, i.e., without knowing
the random sample of the algorithm. This is a common adversarial
model in online algorithm, e.g., see [8, 16], and captures the fact
that in real-world applications the environment is not able to react
to the actions taken by the algorithm. Note that the expectation in
the theorem is taken over the randomness in Randomized SFHC
(Version A) and that optimal sequence and cost are not impacted
by the randomness of the algorithm.
The theorem highlights that the expected cost incurred by Ran-
domized SFHC satisfies the same upper bound given in Theorem 3,
without the requirement that the hitting costs to be convex. Fur-
ther, Randomized SFHC avoids the requirement that the hitting
Algorithm 4 Randomized SFHC (Version B)
1: Generate a sequence of timesteps R = {t0, t1, · · · } such that
t0 = 0, ti+1 = ti +Yi . {Yi } are i.i.d uniform randomly picked in
{n ∈ Z | w2 < n ≤ w − 1}.
2: Pick
argmin
x
T∑
τ=1
fτ (xτ ) + c(xτ ,xτ−1)
Subject to xτ = vτ ,∀τ ∈ R.
cost function be nearly convex and so applies more broadly than
Deterministic SFHC.
Proof. Suppose the hitting cost sequence is fixed by the ad-
versary before the learner begins. Then, since the subroutine h is
picked uniform randomly from the set {0, 1, · · · ,w − 1}, we have
that
E (cost(RSFHC)) = 1
w
w∑
h=1
cost(xh ). (25)
Given this, the theorem follows directly from Lemma 2. □
Theorem 6 is already a strong result about the performance of
Randomized SFHC; however, it is interesting to understand whether
it is possible to strengthen the result further in order to consider a
stronger adversary. The proof highlights that the sequence of hitting
costs must be fixed before the algorithm makes its random choice
since, otherwise, after learning the subroutine h that is picked
by the algorithm, the adversary could design the future hitting
cost sequence so that
∑
t ∈Ωh (H∗t +M∗t ) >> 1w
∑T
t=1(H∗t +M∗t ). In
this case, the expected competitive ratio upper bound would be
considerably worse.
For practical settings, it is natural to focus on the performance of
an online learner with respect to an oblivious adversary; however
it is interesting from a theoretical perspective to understand if it is
possible for an online learner to still perform well against a non-
oblivious adversary. In order for Randomized SFHC to perform well
against a non-oblivious adversary, it needs to incorporate more
randomness. Instead of only making one random choice at the
beginning of the instance, randomness needs to be used throughout
the instance.
We adjust Randomized SFHC along those lines in (Algorithm 4).
In Version B of the algorithm, we use randomness to choose the
timesteps at which we “synchronize”, i.e., set xt = vt . By ensuring
that the expected distance between two such timesteps is lower
bounded by Ω(W ), we can maintain a good competitive ratio and
still be robust against a non-oblivious adversary. This enables us
to obtain the following result. We state the result briefly here and
present it formally in Appendix E. In particular, we defer a detailed
explanation about the non-oblivious adversary we consider to the
appendix and note here only that it is a semi-adaptive adversary.
Informally, the semi-adaptive adversary can design the hitting cost
function ft adaptively based on the algorithm’s decision before
timestep t . However, it must commit its decision point x∗t as soon
as ft is revealed. This adversarial model is the analog of the notion
of pseudo-regret for adversarial bandits studied in [16].
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Theorem 7. Consider an online optimization problem where the
movement cost and hitting costs satisfy Conditions I and II. Random-
ized SFHC (Version B) has an expected cost that is bounded in terms
of the offline optimal as follows:
E (cost(ALG)) ≤
(
1 + 2
w − 2 max
(η
λ
, 2(η − 1)
))
E (cost(ADV )) ,
given a semi-adaptive adversary andw ≥ 4 predictions.
Note that this theorem requiresw ≥ 4 for technical reasons related
to the timing of the randomness injected by the algorithm.
7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have studied the problem of online optimization
with movement costs and, for the first time, provided algorithms
with provable guarantees for the case when the hitting costs are
non-convex. More specifically, we presented two simple conditions
on the hitting and movement costs that are sufficient to guarantee
the existence of a competitive algorithm and general enough to cap-
ture most previously studied settings. These conditions do not rely
on convexity. We also presented a novel algorithm, Synchronized
Fixed Horizon Control (SFHC), and showed that it has a constant,
dimension-free competitive ratio even in the non-convex setting.
This marks the first time a competitive algorithm for online opti-
mization with movement costs and non-convex costs has appeared
in the literature. Further, SFHC is the first algorithm that both pro-
vides a constant dimension-free competitive ratio when given no
predictions and leverages predictions to achieve a competitive ratio
that converges to 1 asw →∞.
There are several interesting directions for future work moti-
vated by the results here. First, our results focus on the case when
predictions are perfect and, in practice, predictions are rarely per-
fect. In the case of SOCO, there have recently emerged some results
for settings with noisy predictions [21, 22], and it will be interesting
to understand if it is possible to extend such results to non-convex
settings. Another important direction where there has been success
in the convex setting is in the study of distributed algorithms for
online optimization, e.g., the two-timescale model introduced in
[26]. Again, extending such results to the non-convex setting is
an important, and likely challenging, task. Finally, while we use
randomization in SFHC in the non-convex setting, it is not yet clear
whether this is necessary. In particular, in the convex setting it is
known that randomization is not needed to achieve the optimal
competitive ratio [12], but in the non-convex setting no such result
exists. Understanding lower bounds on what is achievable via de-
terministic and randomized algorithms in the non-convex setting
remains open.
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A PRELIMINARIES
The appendices that follow provide proofs of the results in the body
of the paper. Throughout the proofs in the appendix we use the
following notation to denote the hitting and movement costs of the
online learner: Ht = ft (xt ) and Mt = c(xt ,xt−1), where xt is the
point picked by the algorithm at timestep t . Similarly, we denote the
hitting and movement costs of the offline optimal (or offline/online
adversary) as H∗t = ft (x∗t ) and M∗t = c(x∗t ,x∗t−1), where x∗t is the
point picked by the offline optimal at timestep t . For convenience,
we use xτ :t to denote a sequence of points (or random variables)
xτ ,xτ+1, · · · ,xt .
(x∗t−1, 0) (x
∗
t , 0)
(x∗t , ft(x
∗
t ))
Kt = epift
Pt
Figure 2: An illustration for the proof of Lemma 4. Suppose
the offline optimal of SOCO picks x∗t ∈ Rd at timestep t . We
instruct the offline CBC player to pick (x∗t , ft (x∗t )) ∈ Kt and
(xt , 0) ∈ Pt . Recall that Kt is the epigraph of ft and Pt is the
hyperplane {(x , 0) | x ∈ Rd }.
zt−1 zt
yt
(xt, 0)
Kt = epift
Pt
Figure 3: An illustration for the proof of Lemma 5. Suppose
the online CBC Algorithm picks yt ∈ Kt at timestep 2t − 1
and zt ∈ Pt at timestep 2t . In the reduction, we instruct the
online SOCO Algorithm to pick xt which is built by the first d
elements of yt . As shown in the figure, (xt , 0) is the projection
of yt on Pt . Recall that Kt is the epigraph of ft and Pt is the
hyperplane {(x , 0) | x ∈ Rd }.
B PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
To begin, consider the SOCO problem. Suppose the starting point
is x0 ∈ Rd and the hitting cost function at timestep t is ft . In the
reduction from SOCO to CBC, we convert each hitting cost function
ft to its epigraph Kt ⊆ Rd+1 Recall that for a non-negative convex
function f : Rd → R≥0, the epigraph of f is defined to be the
convex set epif = {(x ,y) | x ∈ domf ,y ≥ f (x)}.
We pick the starting point at z0 = (x0, 0) and instruct the CBC
algorithmA to chase a sequence of 2T convex sets and hyperplanes
in this order:K1, P1,K2, P2, · · · ,KT , PT , where the hyperplane Pt =
{(x , 0) | x ∈ Rd },∀t ∈ [T ]. Suppose the point sequence picked byA
is y1, z1,y2, z2, · · · ,yt , zT , where yt ∈ Kt , zt ∈ Pt ,∀t ∈ [T ]. After
A commits its solution yt in body Kt , our SOCO algorithmA′ picks
the first d elements in yt as the solution xt of SOCO at timestep t .
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For convenience, we use the OPTCBC to denote the offline opti-
mal cost of chasing the body sequence K1, P ,K2, P , · · · ,KT , P , i.e.
OPTCBC = min
y∗1:T ,z
∗
1:T
T∑
t=1
(y∗t − z∗t−1 + z∗t − y∗t )
subject to y∗t ∈ Kt , z∗t ∈ Pt ,∀t ∈ [T ], z∗0 = z0.
(26)
In the same problem setting, we use ALGCBC to denote the total
cost incurred by Algorithm A, i.e.
ALGCBC =
T∑
t=1
(∥yt − zt−1∥ + ∥zt − yt ∥) . (27)
We define OPTSOCO to be the offline optimal cost of SOCO
problem where the hitting cost function sequence is given by
f1, f2, · · · , ft , i.e.
OPTSOCO = min
x ∗1:T
T∑
t=1
(
ft (x∗t ) +
x∗t − x∗t−1) . (28)
In the same problem setting, we use ALGSOCO to denote the total
cost incurred by Algorithm A′, i.e.
ALGSOCO =
T∑
t=1
(ft (xt ) + ∥xt − xt−1∥) . (29)
The proof follows immediately from two lemmas. We state the
lemmas and conclude the proof of Proposition 1 before proving the
lemmas.
Lemma 4. In the reduction, the optimal cost of the CBC problem is
less than or equal to 2 times the optimal cost of the SOCO problem,
i.e.
OPTCBC ≤ 2 ·OPTSOCO ,
where OPTCBC ,OPTSOCO are defined in equations (26) and (28).
Lemma 5. In the reduction, the cost incurred by SOCO algorithm
A′ is less than or equal to 2 times the cost incurred by CBC algorithm
A, i.e.
ALGSOCO ≤ 2 · ALGCBC ,
where ALGCBC ,ALGSOCO are defined in equations (27) and (29).
To complete the proof the proposition using these lemmas, we
note that Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 give us that the sequence of hitting
cost functions f1, · · · , fT satisfies
ALGSOCO
OPTSOCO
=
ALGSOCO
ALGCBC
· ALGCBC
OPTCBC
· OPTCBC
OPTSOCO
≤ 2 ·C · 2
= 4C .
All that remains is to prove Lemma 4 and 5.
Proof of Lemma 4. Suppose the point sequence x∗1 ,x
∗
2 , · · · ,x∗T
is picked by the offline optimal in the SOCO problem. Let y′t =
(x∗t , ft (x∗t )), z′t = (x∗t , 0). See Figure 2 for an illustration.
Thus, we obtain that
OPTCBC ≤
T∑
t=1
(y′t − z′t−1p + z′t − y′t p )
=
T∑
t=1
((x∗t − x∗t−1, ft (x∗t ))p + (0, ft (x∗t ))p ) (30a)
≤
T∑
t=1
((x∗t − x∗t−1, 0)p + 2 (0, ft (x∗t ))p ) (30b)
=
T∑
t=1
(x∗t − x∗t−1p + 2ft (x∗t )) (30c)
≤ 2
T∑
t=1
(x∗t − x∗t−1p + ft (x∗t ))
= 2 ·OPTSOCO ,
where we use 0 to denote d zeros in (30a); the triangle inequality in
(30b); the definition of ℓp norm and the fact that ft is non-negative
in (30c). □
Proof of Lemma 5. Recall that we assume y1, z1, · · · ,yT , zT is
the point sequence picked by A in the CBC problem, and xt =
(yt,1,yt,2, · · · ,yt,d ), i.e., the first d elements of yt . Notice that
(xt , 0) is the projection of yt onto the hyperplane Pt . See Figure 3)
for an illustration.
It follows that,
ALGSOCO
=
T∑
t=1
(
ft (xt ) + ∥xt − xt−1∥p
)
≤
T∑
t=1
(
yt,d+1 +
(yt,1 − yt−1,1, · · · ,yt,d − yt−1,d )p ) (31a)
≤
T∑
t=1
(
yt,d+1 +
(zt,1 − yt−1,1, · · · , zt,d − yt−1,d )p
+
(yt,1 − zt,1, · · · ,yt,d − zt,d )p ) (31b)
≤
T∑
t=1
(∥zt − yt ∥ + ∥zt − yt−1∥ + ∥yt − zt ∥) (31c)
≤ 2
T∑
t=1
(∥zt − yt ∥ + ∥zt − yt−1∥)
= 2 · ALGCBC ,
wherewe use the fact thatyt ∈ epift in (31a); the triangle inequality
in (31b); and the definition of ℓp norm in (31c). □
C A CONNECTION TO [37]
In this section we show that the problem setting introduced in [37]
can be viewed as a special case of the sufficient conditions intro-
duced in Section 4. Note that we make some small modifications to
notation in order to avoid conflicts with other parts of this paper.
In [37], the feasible set F is defined as F = {x ∈ Rd | xi ≥
0,∀i}. The d−dimensional vector xt = (xt,1,xt,2, · · · ,xt,d ) ∈ F
represents the number of different kinds of servers running at
timestep t . The hitting cost function ft is assumed to satisfy
ft (x) ≥ e0 · x ,∀x ∈ F , (32)
where e0 ∈
(
R+
)d is the minimum cost to operate each kind of the
servers. The switching/movement cost is given by
c(xt ,xt−1) = β · (xt − xt−1)+, (33)
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where β ∈ (R+)d is the cost to start each kind each kind of the
servers.
To connect this model to the sufficient conditions in Section 4
note that, since vt is the global minimum of ft , we have
ft (x) ≥ ft (vt ) ≥ e0 · vt , (34)
where we use condition (32) in the last step.
Therefore, we can lower bound ft (x) by
ft (x) ≥ 12 (e0 · (x +vt )) (35a)
=
1
2
d∑
s=1
e0,s (xs +vt,s )
≥ 12
d∑
s=1
e0,s
((xs −vt,s )+ + (vt,s − xs )+) (35b)
=
1
2
d∑
s=1
e0,s
βs
(
βs (xs −vt,s )+ + βs (vt,s − xs )+
)
≥ 12 mins
e0,s
βs
· (c(x ,vt ) + c(vt ,x)) , (35c)
where we combine (34) with (32) in (35a); the fact that x + y ≥
(x − y)+ + (y − x)+,∀x ,y ∈ R+ ∪ {0} in (35b); (33) in (35c).
D PROOF OF THEOREM 5
Lemma 2 gives us that
w∑
h=1
cost (SFHC(h)) ≤
(
1 + 1
w
max
(η
λ
, 2(η − 1)
))
· cost(OPT ).
(36)
By Lemma 3, we also have that
cost(DSFHC) ≤ 1
w
(
1 + α
λ
) w∑
h=1
cost (SFHC(h)) . (37)
Combining (36) and (37), we obtain the conclusion of the theorem.
E A SEMI-ADAPTIVE ADVERSARY
Our main result in Section 6.2 focuses on the case of an oblivious
adversary, but it is interesting from an algorithmic perspective to
understand if it is possible to obtain results that hold in the context
of non-oblivious adversaries. We are indeed able to obtain such a
result (Theorem 7) for a form of semi-adaptive adversary that was
first introduced in the context of adversarial bandits (see Chapter
3 of [16]). We introduce the semi-adaptive adversarial model here
and then prove Theorem 7.
Suppose for each τ ∈ [T ] we have a function Ψτ : Rd → Dτ ,
where Dτ contains a finite number of elements. These functions
are determined before the game starts and are common knowledge
between the online adversary and the learner. Then, a game is
played between the adversary and the learner as follows.
(1) At time τ = 0: The online adversary designs hitting costs
f1, f2, · · · , fw−1 and reveals them to the learner. The on-
line adversary then commits its choices for these timesteps,
x∗1 ,x
∗
2 , · · · ,x∗w−1, but these points are not revealed to the
learner.
(2) At time τ ≥ 1: If τ +w−1 ≤ T , the online adversary designs
hitting cost fτ+w−1 and reveals it to the learner. The online
adversary must also commit its choice for timestep τ +w − 1,
x∗τ+w−1, but this choice is not revealed to the learner. The
learner then observes fτ+w−1 and selects xτ . The informa-
tion zτ = Ψτ (xτ ) is revealed to the online adversary.
Intuitively, this means that the adversary may adapt the choice
of future cost functions to the choices of the learner, but cannot
change a cost function once it is revealed as part of the prediction
window of the learner. Further, the adversary must commit to its
actions when revealing the cost function, and cannot wait until
seeing the decision of the learner. Thus, the adversary is not com-
pletely adaptive, it cannot wait to choose its action until the end of
the instance, but it does have the ability to partially adapt to the
decisions of the learner.
In this game setting, the online adversary’s cost is
cost(ADV ) =
T∑
τ=1
fτ (x∗τ ) + c(x∗τ ,x∗τ−1)
and our objective is to prove a result in the form of
Ecost(ALG) ≤
(
1 +O
(
1
w
))
Ecost(ADV ).
Notice that when the algorithm is randomized, the online adver-
sary is a random variable. For any online adversary, we must have
cost(OPT ) ≤ cost(ADV ) because, when compared with the online
adversary, the offline optimal can change its decision on x∗τ after
timestep τ . However, the online adversary can be more powerful
than any oblivious adversary. When the algorithm is deterministic,
the best semi-adaptive adversary is identical with the best oblivious
online adversary. On the other hand, when the algorithm is ran-
domized, the semi-adaptive adversary will generate hitting costs
based on the previous behaviour of the algorithm instead of fixing
the hitting costs sequence and the point sequence at the beginning
of the game.
To understand why a semi-adaptive adversary requires changes
to Randomized SFHC, consider the following intuition. If the algo-
rithm chooses to synchronize at timestep τ (pick xτ = vτ ), we call
τ an anchor timestep. For example, in Randomized SFHC (Version B)
(see Algorithm 4), R is the set of anchor timesteps. The extra cost in-
curred by the algorithm can be upper bounded a constant times the
offline optimal cost at the same timestep (see Lemma 6). Due to the
length limitation of the prediction window, the distance between
two anchor timesteps cannot be larger thanw . Before revealing fτ ,
if the online adversary guesses that τ is an anchor timestep with
high probability, it can manipulate the hitting cost function fτ so
that the offline optimal cost at timestep τ is much larger than the
sum of all other timesteps. If the guess turns out to be correct, the
performance bound of our algorithm is extremely bad. To avoid
this possibility, we use randomization to pick the anchor timesteps;
thus limiting the chance that the adversary guesses correctly. In
particular, let Eτ denote the event that τ is picked as an anchor
timestep. we can reduce the conditional probability P (Eτ | z1:τ−w )
to be O
(
1
w
)
for all possible z1:τ−w , where z1:τ−w is all the infor-
mation revealed by the learner before fτ is decided. Therefore, the
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online adversary cannot predict Eτ better than random guess by a
constant factor. This intuition guides the proof that follows.
Proof of Theorem 7. Let Zτ = Ψτ (xτ ) denote the information
revealed by the algorithm at time τ − 1. Therefore, Zτ is a random
variable over the set Dτ . For convenience, we use Zτ1:τ2 to denote
all the information revealed after the adversary takes action at time
τ1 and before it takes action at time τ2 + 1. We use zτ1:τ2 to denote a
possible outcome of Zτ1:τ2 . Therefore, we can assume fτ+w , H∗τ+w
andM∗τ+w are functions on input z1:τ .
To begin, we state a lemma showing that no matter what set Ω
of synchronized timesteps is chosen, the total cost of Randomized
SFHC (Version B) can be bounded by the total cost of the online
adversary plus the online adversary costs incurred at timesteps in
Ω. The proof of the lemma follows the completion of the proof of
Theorem 7.
Lemma 6. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 7, suppose a
timestep sequence Ω = {t0, t1, · · · } satisfies t0 = 0, ti ≥ ti−1 + 2. For
any sequence x ′1:T , the total cost incurred by the algorithm which
picks the minimizers of the optimization problem (38)
min
x
T∑
τ=1
fτ (xτ ) + c(xτ ,xτ−1)
subject to xτ = vτ ,∀τ ∈ Ω ∩ [T ].
(38)
is upper bounded by
T∑
τ=1
(H ′τ +M ′τ ) +
η
λ
∑
s ∈Ω∩[H ]
H ′s + (η − 1)
∑
s ∈Ω∩[H ]
(
M ′s +M ′s+1
)
,
where we use the notation H ′τ = ft (x ′τ ),M ′τ = c(x ′τ ,x ′τ−1).
Lemma 6 can be interpreted as follows: Randomized SFHC incurs
an extra cost of ηλH
∗
s + (η−1)(M∗s +M∗s+1) if s ∈ R. For convenience,
we define a random variable
extra(s) =
{ η
λH
∗
s + (η − 1)(M∗s +M∗s+1) s ∈ R
0 Otherwise.
Next we state a one more technical lemma crucial to our proof.
Again we defer its proof until after the proof of Theorem 7.
Lemma 7. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 7, if we use the
first step of Randomized RFHC (Algorithm 4) to generate the timestep
sequence R, we have
∀τ ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,T }, P(τ ∈ R | Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1) ≤ 2
w − 2 .
Recalling that H∗τ andM∗τ are functions of previous information
z1:τ−w , we can apply Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 to conclude that
Ecost(RSFHC)
≤
T∑
τ=1
∑
z1:τ
P(Z1:τ = z1:τ )
( (
H∗τ +M∗τ
)
+ E[extra(τ ) | Z1:τ = z1:τ ]
)
(39a)
≤ Ecost(ADV ) +
T∑
τ=1
∑
z1:τ
P(Z1:τ = z1:τ )E[extra(τ ) | Z1:τ = z1:τ ].
In (39a), notice that H∗τ ,M∗τ and extra(τ ) are all determined when
Z1:τ = z1:τ is given.
We also see that
T∑
τ=1
∑
z1:τ
P(Z1:τ = z1:τ )E[extra(τ ) | Z1:τ = z1:τ ]
=
T∑
τ=1
∑
z1:τ−w+1
P(Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
· P(τ ∈ R | Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
·
(η
λ
H∗τ + (η − 1)(M∗τ +M∗τ+1)
)
(40a)
≤ 2
w − 2
T∑
τ=1
∑
z1:τ−w+1
P(Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
·
(η
λ
H∗τ + (η − 1)(M∗τ +M∗τ+1)
)
(40b)
≤ 2
w − 2 max{
η
λ
, 2(η − 1)}Ecost(ADV ). (40c)
In (40a), notice that for a fixed sequence of outcomes z1:τ−w+1, we
have ∑
zτ−w+2:τ
P(Z1:τ = z1:τ )E[extra(τ ) | Z1:τ = z1:τ ]
=
∑
zτ−w+2:τ
P(τ ∈ R and Z1:τ = z1:τ )
·
(η
λ
H∗τ + (η − 1)(M∗τ +M∗τ+1)
)
= P(τ ∈ R and Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
·
(η
λ
H∗τ + (η − 1)(M∗τ +M∗τ+1)
)
= P(τ ∈ R | Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1) · P(Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
·
(η
λ
H∗t + (η − 1)(M∗τ +M∗τ+1)
)
.
We use Lemma 7 to bound the conditioned probability in (40b).
Recall that H∗τ andM∗τ are given by a function of z1:τ−w , therefore,
(40c) follows from the fact that
Ecost(ADV ) =
T∑
τ=1
∑
z1:τ−w
P(Z1:τ−w = z1:τ−w )(H∗τ +M∗τ ).
Substituting (40) into (39), we obtain that
Ecost(RSFHC) ≤
(
1 + 2
w − 2 max{
η
λ
, 2(η − 1)}
)
Ecost(ADV ).
□
We end the section by proving Lemmas 6 and 7.
Proof of Lemma 6. Suppose Ω
⋂[T ] = {t0, t1, · · · , tk }.
We adopt the definition of дτ1,τ2 in (6) and (7) in Section 4. Using
this notation, the algorithm we consider selects the minimizers of
дti ,ti+1 as its choice xti+1:ti+1−1 for i ≤ k − 1. The algorithm also
selects the minimizers of дtk ,tk+1 as its choice xtk+1:T . For notation
convenience, we define xtk+1:tk+1−1 := xtk+1:T .
Therefore, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k , since xti+1:ti+1−1 is the minimizer
of дti ,ti+1 , we have that
дti+1,ti+1−1(xti+1:ti+1−1) ≤ дti+1,ti+1−1(x ′ti+1:ti+1−1), (41)
where x is the solution picked by the algorithm and x ′ is the se-
quence we want to compare with.
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Notice that ∀0 ≤ s ≤ T − 1, we have
c(x ′s+1,vs ) ≤ η
(
c(x ′s+1,x ′s ) + c(x ′s ,vs )
)
. (42)
by the Approximate Triangle Inequality (Condition II), and
c(vs+1,x ′s ) ≤ η
(
c(x ′s+1,x ′s ) + c(vs+1,x ′s+1)
)
≤ η
(
c(x ′s+1,x ′s ) +
1
λ
fs+1(x ′s+1) − c(x ′s+1,vs+1)
)
,
(43)
by both Condition I and II.
Summing (41) over 0 ≤ i ≤ k , we obtain that
cost(x) =
k∑
i=0
дti+1,ti+1−1(xti+1:ti+1−1)
≤
k∑
i=0
дti+1,ti+1−1(x ′ti+1:ti+1−1) (44a)
=
T∑
τ=1
(
H ′τ +M ′τ
) − k∑
i=1
H ′ti +
k∑
i=1
fti (vti )
+
k∑
i=1
(
c(x ′ti+1,vti ) − c(x ′ti+1,x ′ti )
)
+
k∑
i=1
(
c(vti ,x ′ti−1) − c(x ′ti ,x ′ti−1)
)
≤
T∑
τ=1
(
H ′τ +M ′τ
)
+
η
λ
∑
s ∈Ω∩[T ]
H ′s
+ (η − 1)
∑
s ∈Ω∩[T ]
(
M ′s +M ′s+1
)
, (44b)
where we use (41) in (44a); (42) and (43) in (44b).
□
Proof of Lemma 7. There must exists one and exactly one ele-
ment of set R in the time interval [τ −w + 1,τ − 1]. We denote this
element by tq . Notice that:
If tq ∈ [τ −w + 1,τ − w2 ], we must have tq+2 > t . Therefore, we
see that
P(τ ∈ R | tq ) = P(τ = tq+1 | tq ) = P(Yq = τ − tq ) ≤ 2
w − 2 .
Else, we must have tq ∈ (τ − w2 ,τ − 1]. In this case, we must
have tq+1 > τ . Therefore, we see that
P(τ ∈ R | tq ) = 0.
Therefore, we obtain that
P(τ ∈ R | Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
=
τ−1∑
j=τ−w+1
P(τ ∈ R | tq = j,Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
· P(tq = j | Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
=
τ−1∑
j=τ−w+1
P(τ ∈ R | tq = j)P(tq = j | Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
≤
τ−1∑
j=τ−w+1
2
w − 2P(tq = j | Z1:τ−w+1 = z1:τ−w+1)
=
2
w − 2 .
□
